CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1. Conclusions

Based on the result research and the discussion of teacher skill in preparing and implementing lesson plan based on curriculum 2013, then it can be concluded as follows:

1. The skill of biology teacher in preparing lesson plan at senior high school in Tanah Karo was good (80.9%).
2. Skill of biology teacher in preparing lesson plan was very good in arrange subject identity (100%). Skill of teacher is good in formulating of indicator, learning goals, selecting of teaching materials, learning resources. Ability of teacher including enough category in selecting of learning media, learning scenario and assessment of learning. But still low in General information and learning models.
3. The skill of biology teacher in implementing lesson plan at senior high school in Tanah Karo was low (68%). The characteristics of curriculum 2013 implementation is scientific approach but the application of scientific approach was still low (65.26%).
4. Teacher still do not applied the learning step including Apperception and motivation to connect with previous topic and the experience of students, telling the benefit of learning, demonstrate something and delivery the competence.

5.2. Recommendation

Based on research findings outlined in conclusion of the study, proposed some recommendation as follow:

1. Teacher hope to be able to preparing lesson plan based on the curriculum 2013 development according to Regulation of Education and Cultural Ministry no 81 A.
2. Teacher be ale to preparing lesson plan with the prinsipal development of lesson plan preparation
3. Teacher can improve their ability to arrange lesson plan by some activities such workshop or training
4. Implementation of learning based on the lesson plan which has arrange, using the planned time allocation and implement the scientific approach based on curriculum 2013 development.